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Background

● Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering major at the University of Maryland 
● I have experience in a wet lab, but less in a dry lab, so I hoped to improve my 

programming and problem solving skills
○ Haven’t taken many classes in programming
○ In the past, I thought I struggled with programming and debugging, but this internship has 

significantly improved that

● Areas of Interest
○ Biotechnology 
○ Protein Engineering



Research Introduction -- COPD

● My data set is specifically focused on Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease (COPD)

● Refers to a group of diseases that prevent proper airflow and other breathing 
problems
○ Includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis

● Third leading cause of death in the United States in 2014
● Possible causes

○ Tobacco smoke
○ Other air pollutants
○ Genetics
○ Respiratory Infections
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-maintenance-and-treatment-of-co
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Biology of COPD

● Inflammation, fibrosis and harmful destruction of alveoli
● Higher amounts of macrophages, neutrophils, T-lymphocytes, 

B-lymphocytes, and inflammatory mediators
○ Macrophages and inflammatory mediators help with initiating the inflammatory response

● During the inflammation process, neutrophils and T-cells rush to the airway 
and there is secretion of proteinases



Materials and Methods

Selected and 
downloaded a 
dataset: GSE37768 
and metadata

Ran quality control to 
identify outliers. 
Specifically used 
affyQCReport

Normalized dataset 
using rma 
normalization

Annotation and 
Gene Filtering to 
remove bottom 
2%

Analysis of genes 
using limma

Functional Enrichment 
Analysis using 
enrichGO, groupGO, and 
enrichKEGG

Gene Set 
Enrichment 
Analysis

Transcriptional 
Factor 
Analysis



Quality Control

● Main discolored band I can 
see here is sample 20

● Since there were only 38 
samples total, I didn’t think it 
would be appropriate to 
remove any data



Normalization



Differentially Expressed Genes

● Mainly focused on the gene expression between COPD compared to 
“healthy” smokers and COPD compared to nonsmokers

Smokers
Nonsmokers



Heatmap



EnrichmentGO for Molecular Function



Category Network Plots

COPD and Healthy Smoker COPD and Nonsmoker





Notable Gene: IGHG1

● Gene encodes for the Immunoglobulin Heavy Constant Gamma 1
● IGHG1 proteins are antibodies that are either membrane-bound or secreted 

formed by the B lymphocytes
○ When specific antigens bind to membrane immunoglobulins, B lymphocytes create and 

differentiate into more immunoglobulin secreting cells

https://en.wikipe
dia.org/wiki/IGH
G1
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Notable Genes: CCL (Chemokine Ligands)

● Based on the category network plots and the hub genes, the CCL family of 
genes is important in COPD, particularly CCL18 and CCL20 

● Some types of chemokines encourage the inflammatory response and call 
the immune system cells to the site of injury

● Other ones are homeostatic and maintain tissues
● CCL genes are important in some autoimmune disorders, such as multiple 

sclerosis



Implications of Research

● The similarities in genetic expression between the moderate COPD and 
healthy smoker groups seem to demonstrate how smoking increases the 
chances of getting COPD

● Treatments need to work against the inflammatory response and 
specifically the inflammatory mediators, such as cytokines
○ Many anti-inflammation steroids are prescribed for COPD
○ Do further research on how anti-inflammatory medications work in relation to pathways



Challenges

● Working in a virtual internship team did present problems at times
○ There were a few times where it took a while to get responses
○ Only one other participant in my group

● Programming in general just takes me a long time
○ Overall, this wasn’t a big issue because I have had a lot of time to commit to this internship, 

but for example, it was tough for me to adjust and try new things in my code during office 
hours



Improvements to Project

● Future projects to look into diseases other than cancers
○ Neurodegenerative diseases

● I thought the way we went through the pipeline was good, but I think I would 
have benefited from learning more about the analysis steps
○ Best way of determining the significant genes?

■ Log fold change, Hub genes, or Transcriptional Factor Analysis

● Using more than one package to do a single step
● At the end of the pipeline, more of a confirmation about the conclusions I 

made



3 Achievement Highlights

1. Became proficient in using many different R Bioconductor packages and 
handling large datasets for the first time.

2. Created and analyzed aesthetically pleasing plots and graphs. 
3. Worked effectively on a virtual internship team. Collaborated with my partner 

to make deliverables and presentations that were agreeable to us both



Applications Moving Forward

● Now I’m much more aware of how I can use bioinformatics in my own 
research, especially in combination with hands-on lab research

● Hope to use R and some of the other resources to look at genetic 
expression of Candida albicans
○ Species is on String and GEO


